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ABSTRACT

Semantic web offers new opportunities to multi-sources integration field, and many approaches like P2P systems are revisited taking into account the new requirements. In this chapter, the authors present their P2P heterogeneous and distributed data integration system. It is a super-peer system, where peers are regrouped by type of data (relational, image, text, etc.) around a super-peer which contains a domain ontology. Peers data sources are exported in a common format in the form of a semantically rich ontology. Schemas reconciliation is done by matching domain and local ontologies by the use of a similarity function whose contribution is based on the direct and indirect semantic neighborhood. Queries are described using ontologies, then routed towards relevant peers thanks to a semantic topology built on top of the existing physical one.

INTRODUCTION

Exponential development of information exchange through Web has increased the difficulties to find relevant information which is represented and stored in a multitude of heterogeneous data sources. Several solutions were proposed and are rather old. We have seen the emergence of data warehouses, mediators and P2P systems.
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The data warehouse approach consists in carrying out integration by building real databases gathering relevant information of considered applications. The user will work directly on the data stored in the warehouse.

The mediator approach is a method where the data is accessible only from the information sources, the user in this case will work on abstract views built with the aim of describing the various data sources. Searching information from such sources requires the construction of execution plans to obtain the whole results from information sources.

The Peer-to-peer (P2P) solution is a recent approach; it can be seen like a generalization of mediators/data warehouses architectures. These integration systems follow a decentralized approach for integration of autonomous and distributed peers containing data which can be shared. The principal objective of such systems is to provide a semantic interoperability between several sources with the absence of global schema (Ougouti, Belbachir, Amghar, Benharkat, 2010).

With the advent of semantic Web, new possibilities are offered and many traditional approaches are revisited giving by these interesting results. We can say today that semantic Web and P2P systems have opened up several research possibilities in data integration field that includes a variety of knowledge-based techniques, like semantic data modeling, ontology definition, query translation, query optimization, and terminology mapping. The main objective of semantic Web is to add semantics to Web data sources and allow data from diverse sources (possibly stored using different schemas) to be accessed seamlessly. This is possible by the use of multiple tools such as Ontologies which provide a vocabulary that describes a domain of interest and a specification of the meaning of terms used in the vocabulary (Euzenat & Shvaiko, 2016).

We have noted that the majority of integration systems treat a maximum one data model or two at the same time and do not allow complex and multimodal queries whose results can be various types of data like texts, videos and images. The goal of authors is to propose solutions to these problems by presenting in this article, the new version of their data integration system in a P2P environment called MedPeer. In the first version of this work (Ougouti, Belbachir, Amghar, Benharkat, 2011), they presented a very basic architecture that does not reflect the actual one. There is a great difference between the content of the peer and super-peer of the two versions. They will give more details on new functionalities, present mediation process that relies on a new similarity function, Query description with an ontology, semantic topology construction and semantic routing solution.

This paper is organized as follows:

In the next section, the authors present a state of the art of the most representative approaches of integrating data in a P2P environment. The new version of MedPeer Architecture is introduced by presenting in detail the peer and Super-Peer structure and their different functionalities. Then, the source description module which is an important component of a peer is taken up. The authors describe the solution proposed for calculating similarity between domain ontology concepts and local ontologies ones in the main function of the matching manager module. Subsequently, they explain how the semantic topology is built and present modules related to the query management: query description with an ontology, Relevant Peers search module and Query reformulation module. The main results of experiments for evaluating the similarity function and query semantic routing are explained. Finally, the authors complete this chapter by future research directions and conclusion sections.